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FOUNDING MEMBERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborative Cash Delivery (CCD) Network is a global network of 15 international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) who operate in every global humanitarian crisis that provides cash programming. CCD’s partners are estimated to deliver 80% of the ‘last mile’ cash assistance. Due to the diverse expertise and long-term global footprint of its membership, the CCD network is able to reach the most marginalised and hard to reach populations in a variety of complex humanitarian disaster contexts. Founding members include: ACF, ACTED, Adeso, CARE, Concern, CRS, DCA, DRC, IRC, Mercy Corps, NRC, OxFam, Relief International, Save the Children, and World Vision. In addition to any global member operating in country, national networks can invite any local NGO / humanitarian actor in the cash sector to join. In June 2019, a global collaboration agreement was signed by all CCD partners’ CEOs and presented at the Grand Bargain annual meeting (https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/ccd-global-collaboration-agreement-june-2019.pdf). In it, CCD committed to rolling out models in 10 countries by June 2020 and demonstrated progress on:joined up analysis and streamlined management costsreduced reporting burdens successful localised responses with local partnershipstransparency. The network has a three-year commitment with US$984,000 (to date – Nov 2019) of our members’ own unrestricted funding invested into CCD and its collaborative projects. However, as a network, CCD is committed to sector-wide change beyond the membership itself.



• find a better way to meet 
humanitarian needs

• improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of cash 
programming through 
collaboration

• deliver scale and preserve diversity 
in the humanitarian ecosystem

• influence the changing 
humanitarian landscape

OUR 
PURPOSE 

TRANSFORMATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our members believe greater collaboration will enable the humanitarian sector to bring the best available actors in a given context into adaptive cash and voucher assistance (CVA) partnerships that deliver timelier and more impactful CVA to people affected by crises. Our goal is to transform CVA to find a better way to meet humanitarian needs and influence the changing landscape by remodelling the way organisations collaborate around cash and voucher programming. Through a widely adopted and consistent platform of collaboration standards, complemented by facilitated partnership brokering, we strive to work together seamlessly. Actors will be able to combine the best of their strengths to meet the complex challenges of humanitarian response quickly and easily. We endeavour to move the cash landscape from a disconnected patchwork of dominant actors to an evolving ecosystem that reduces barriers to entry, generates greater impact and is constantly adapting to the future operating environment. 



• improve efficiency and 
effectiveness of cash 
programming to better serve 
affected populations through 
faster setting up of consortiums

• avoid duplication and make the 
most out of resources

• enable technical challenges to be 
addressed faster

• strengthen NGOs’ voice on 
advocacy issues

OUR 
OBJECTIVES 

COLLABORATION

Want to know more about collaborative 
cash? Scan for more details about 
CCD’s approach .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCD promotes and supports easy, customisable, and scalable collaborations across the cash value chain. Partners in the CCD network are establishing norms of collaboration across the CVA value chain and increasing opportunities to work together. Within each country, the network forms rapid, reliable partnerships that share responsibilities and harness the best of each organisation to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our cash programmes to: better serve affected populationsavoid duplicationaddress technical challenges more effectivelycapitalise on the strengths of each actorand harness the power behind combined voices to influence advocacy. 



GLOBAL CCD 
NETWORK

PROJECTS AND 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

• global business model and 
governance workstream

• collaboration products and services 
(e.g. guidance, toolkits, and online 
modelling tool)

• implementation workstream 

• global collaboration agreement
• replicable national network model 
• data sharing guidance, agreement 

template, and working group
• social protection working group
• joint advocacy on key issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past two years, CCD has conducted several pilots in different countries as we have developed our collaboration model. We have nearly 20 countries from Latin America to sub-Saharan Africa to Asia in various stages of the collaboration process. Five countries have national CCD networks that are engaging with, on average, 11 relevant cash actors. Colombia, Ecuador, and Ethiopia all have functioning national networks. Two of them have already rolled out operations in crises and secured a portfolio of US$38M.Uganda and Nigeria are in the startup phase. 14 other countries have expressed an interest or have begun exploring opportunities for a national network. These include:Cameroon, El Salvador, Guatemala, Indonesia, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Nepal, Peru, Philippines, Somalia, South Sudan, Venezuela, ZimbabweThis list is just a few of the projects that the global network has or is working on. However, in today’s session, we are going to focus on the aspects that have gone into the collaboration products and services workstream (e.g. collaboration products and services, data interoperability, and the online modelling tool) as these are what differentiates CCD from other partnerships happening (e.g. consortiums, cash working groups, etc.). 



COLLABORATION
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

• national network “franchise” mode  
o collaboration toolkit 

• “people” model 
o developing training curriculum

o conducting training

o building deployment roster

• “impact” model
o MEAL framework

o evaluations/case studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The national network “franchise” model refers to products and services that support the design and management of a local CCD network as well as the design and management of collaborative operations. The primary product from this work area is the collaboration toolkit. This toolkit is based on practical experience and learnings gathered from CCD pilot projects and provides new startup networks with the guidance, tools, and resources to help facilitate operational collaboration between national CCD members. The toolkit covers the set-up and management of CCD in-country networks, the set-up and management of collaborative cash operations, and the partnership brokering/interpersonal skills needed to successfully collaborate. The “people” model refers to CCD’s development of a pool of collaboration experts.  It includes the set-up and management of the expert pool as well as the development of expert profiles, a recommended learning path, training curriculum development, and hosting of trainings.  It may also include mentoring, accompanied deployments, and other types of services as we learn more about how best to support our collaboration experts in the field. The “impact” model is not just a model for the global CCD Network, it also is designed to support local CCDs and operational collaborations. It is comprised of an accompanying MEAL framework and the collection of key metrics based on said framework. This area of work includes building an evidence base of what makes good collaboration, including the creation of case studies and evaluations.  



COLLABORATION
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

• data interoperability
o finalising and piloting data sharing 

agreement

o providing ongoing technical assistance

o researching and developing data trust

• shared principles and protocols
o making systems more conducive to 

collaboration

o reducing management costs (by 
centralising capabilities)

• digital products
o online collaboration modelling tool

o marketplace mapping 

o collaboration analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data interoperability is focused on helping national CCD networks developing an ecosystem where all cash actors are able to securely and seamlessly access data to meet the needs of affected people. Initial tools include practical guidance on data sharing and a data sharing agreement template. The guidance and template are based on the highest standards (GDPR) and CCD members’ legal counsels, data specialists, and programme teams feedback to ensure they can easily be used by CCD members in the field. Another area of work includes researching and possibly piloting a data trust. A data trust is an innovative way to see data as a shared resource that is available to everyone and balances individual, collective, and societal interests. Sharing principles and protocols finds ways for CCD members’ systems and protocols to be more conducive to working collaboratively. This work includes looking at ways to reduce management costs where possible, centralising capabilities, and sharing capacities rather than duplicating them. This area of work also includes development of common standards for interoperability, including finance reconciliation, reporting, a common partner agreement framework, and common due diligence parameters. Currently this area of work has not been initiated at the global level, but some experimentation is happening at the country level. With additional resources, this work area could be initialised and expanded. All collaboration products and services are initially developed, iterated, and operationalised offline. If there is demonstrated added value, some products or services may be digitised. The type of value that digitisation can bring includes making tasks quicker/easier, allowing products or services to scale, collecting collaboration data more systematically to build an evidence base, and promoting a common language and framework across multiple national CCD networks. CCD’s first digitised product is Response Builder, a collaboration modelling tool which was developed based on Collaboration Managers’ experiences in the field and CCD’s practical guidance for building collaborative operational models. We envision expanding our digital products to also include marketplace mapping and collaboration analytics.



ONLINE COLLABORATION 
MODELLING TOOL

• impact goals
o make collaboration easier

o make collaboration more successful

o socialise and build familiarity with ways 
of collaborating across CCD’s global and 
national networks

• product goals
o allow Collaboration Managers and CCD 

members to: 

 understand all potential ways to 
collaborate

 explore different collaboration 
scenarios

o provide a way to measure the 
successfulness of collaborations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Response Builder is addressing a need raised by Collaboration Managers that wished that building collaborations was easier. 



• research into the problem 
space, literature review, etc.

• one-on-one interviews and 
product testing with 45 
collaboration practitioners 

• user group workshops

• field visits (Ethiopia and 
Colombia)

• prototype development and 
user acceptance testing

• demo of Response Builder beta 
tool to cash experts during 
Cash Week 2019 for feedback 
and suggestions

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offline guidance was developed and piloted before the online tool was developed. The development of the tool followed a user-centred approach and included user research, workshops, 1x1 interviews with humanitarian actors, field trips, prototypes and piloting.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This product is meant to walk users through the key design choices to build a collaborative operational model. Response Builder is in the very early stages and is being built iteratively using an agile approach – this is not the *final* tool – it is an early iteration of what CCD envisions it becoming. 



• improvements to programme 
and contractual design 
functionality incorporated

• more depth to delivery design 
functionality built in

• additional guidance and 
prompts added

• decision log functionality and 
evaluation recording 
mechanisms for design choices 
integrated

• marketplace and 
implementation functionality 
built out

RESPONSE 
BUILDER 2.0

FUTURE ITERATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the product is piloted and used in the field, some additional improvements will be made in the design and functionality of the tool. These are a few aspects of the product that CCD plans to focus improving during phase 2 of product development. 



THANK YOU

collaborativecash.org



Scan for answers 
to our most FAQs.  

Q&A
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